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Collision Detection, Identification, and Localization on the
DLR SARA Robot with Sensing Redundancy
Maged Iskandar, Oliver Eiberger, Alin Albu-Schäffer, Alessandro De Luca, and Alexander Dietrich
Abstract— Physical human-robot interaction is known to be
a crucial aspect in modern lightweight robotics. Herein, the
estimation of external interactions is essential for the effective
and safe collaboration. In this work, an extended momentumbased disturbance observer is presented which includes the
sensing redundancy related to additional force-torque measurements. The observer eliminates the need for acceleration
measurements/estimates and it is able to accurately reconstruct
multiple simultaneous contact locations. Moreover, it provides
uncoupled, configuration-independent, and singularity-free estimates of the external forces. The performance of the approach
is experimentally validated on the SARA robot, the new
generation of DLR lightweight robots, involving high resolution
force-torque sensors in a redundant arrangement.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Collaborative robots are increasingly becoming essential
elements of the industry of the future, where they assist
humans and cooperate with them hand-in-hand. Monitoring
collisions is crucial to ensure safety at all times. One step
towards human-robot collaboration involves the reliable handling of intentional interactions and collision scenarios. Detection, isolation, identification of collisions and ultimately
building reaction strategies play a key role here [1].
Various model-based approaches have been developed in
the context of collision detection and isolation [2]–[7]. The
detection algorithm [2] uses a nonlinear adaptive impedance
method, while [3] relies on a detailed actuator model to
estimate joint-level disturbances. The work [4] modifies the
idea of observing the joint velocity to estimate unknown
external joint torques. Further, [7] employs the concept of
monitoring the system momentum to provide dynamically
uncoupled residual estimates and takes advantage of the integrated joint torque sensors. Most research works on detection
and isolation of physical contacts focus on particular cases,
for example, non-singular configurations [8], pure joint-level
considerations [4], or a single collision/interaction point [9].
These restrictions are mainly due to limiting factors such
as the sensitivity of the mapping between applied external
forces and resulting joint external torques w. r. t. the joint
configuration. Also, when the collision occurs on the links
proximal to the base, the contact Jacobian is often rank
deficient; thus, a unique mapping does not exist.
In many applications, when high fidelity contact information is required, the employment of additional force-torque
sensors is the means of choice. A common distal location to
attach such sensors is at the end-effector of the robot as the
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Fig. 1. Next generation of DLR lightweight robots: SARA (Safe Autonomous Robotic Assistant) in a typical collaborative task.

physical interaction is most likely occurring there [10], [11].
Also, such sensors could be included at the robot base [12]–
[15] and/or even within the kinematic chain [16]. In order to
acquire external interaction forces from such instrumentation,
dynamical effects have to be treated correctly. This includes,
among others, inertial and gravitational forces [17]. The
challenge here is to precisely model and subsequently compensate for the dynamical effects that result from the robot
motion. The Cartesian acceleration at the sensor location
is required for this compensation, which can be obtained
from the generalized (joint) accelerations. Practically speaking, that is a critical step since the acceleration is usually
not measured but indirectly obtained from position signals.
That, in turn, typically leads to high noise after numerical
differentiation w. r. t. time. Several approaches exist for the
acceleration estimation problem to be used to compensate
for dynamical effects. In [9], [18] a method to estimate
the joint acceleration separately using the momentum-based
observer [7] is proposed. In the above-mentioned methods,
the information from the additional force-torque sensors is
not integrated into the estimation framework as a single step
but it is treated separately as a parallel dynamic computation.
Moreover, the obtained acceleration estimate is dynamically
coupled through the inertia matrix, resulting in coupled
dynamics for the estimated external forces/wrenches.
The contact localization problem has been addressed in
[19] using model-based techniques and demonstrated by
means of contacts at the end-effector of the manipulator
with a simplified beam-like example. The literature also
considers the employment of computer vision techniques [8],
but also machine learning and optimization methods are used

[20], [21]. The real-time estimation is still challenging and
partially an open problem in the latter methods. However,
with these methods the contact identification and localization
is only possible near the end-effector and in non-singular
configurations where the contact Jacobian has full rank.
In this work, the classical momentum-based disturbance
observer [7] is extended to the case of redundancy in the
force-torque measurements. We propose a unified framework
to integrate all sensor signals and generate an extended
residual. The approach eliminates the need for acceleration
measurements or estimates and provides fully uncoupled
dynamics for the obtained external forces and torques. Furthermore, multiple simultaneous contacts can be robustly
identified and localized. Experiments on the DLR SARA
robot with force-torque sensing redundancy, see Fig. 1, confirm the theoretical claims and demonstrate the advantages
of the extended framework.
II. F UNDAMENTALS / BACKGROUND
The rigid-body dynamics of a manipulator with n degrees
of freedom (DOF) can be written as
M (q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) = τ + τ ext

(1)

with the generalized joint coordinates q ∈ Rn , the symmetric
and positive definite inertia matrix M (q) ∈ Rn×n , the Coriolis and centrifugal matrix C(q, q̇) ∈ Rn×n , and the generalized gravity forces g(q) ∈ Rn . Furthermore, the terms
τ , τ ext ∈ Rn describe the generalized joint forces and external forces, respectively. The external wrench F ext ∈ Rm is
mapped to external joint torques through a geometric contact
Jacobian matrix J c (q) ∈ Rm×n according to
τ ext = J c (q)T F ext ,

(2)

where m = 6 if the full Cartesian space is considered.
Typically the contact point/location and the associated J c (q)
are not exactly known. The joint-level external forces can
be estimated by monitoring the generalized momentum [7]
to avoid inversion of the inertia matrix [22]. This approach
provides also decoupling for the estimated quantities, and
eliminate the need for joint acceleration measurements. The
momentum-based residual vector [7] can be defined as


Z t
(τ − n(q, q̇) + r)dt − p(0) , (3)
r(t) = K o p(t) −
0

where p = M (q)q̇ is the generalized momentum, the term
n(q, q̇) = g(q) + C(q, q̇)q̇ − Ṁ (q)q̇ is introduced to provide a more compact expression, and K o is a diagonal gain
matrix. The dynamics of the residual r is given by
ṙ = K o (τ

ext

− r) ,

1
τ ext
ri =
1 + Ti s i

In the limit case when Ko,i → ∞ then ri ≈ τiext . In practice,
the observer gain is a trade-off between convergence rate of
the residual and the noise level in the signal.
Generally, the residual is excited by collisions or interactions exerted in the task space and mapped to the joint space
following (2). Assuming that J c (q) is known, an estimate
ext
F̂
∈ Rm of the external wrench can be obtained through
#
ext
(5)
F̂
= J c (q)T r ,
where # denotes a generalized pseudoinverse. The collision
forces are often not fully reconstructable because of two
main reasons. First, due to kinematic singularities when
rank(J c (q)) < m, meaning that there are less independent
rows in J c (q) than the dimension of the external force. In
other words, F ext ∈ N (J c (q)T ) which means that at least
one of the external force components is lying in the null
space N of J c (q)T and counterbalanced by the mechanical
structure of the robot [19]. The sensitivity for the estimation
of the external wrench through (5) depends on the joint
configuration, which limits the estimation to the components that can be properly detected by the residual, namely
those inducing work on motion. The second scenario arises
when the collision occurs below the m-th joint, so again
rank(J c (q)) < m. Intuitively speaking, the number of nonzero columns in J c (q) is less than m. In other words, the
residual of five joints or less is not sufficient to estimate the
complete six-dimensional wrench. Moreover, if the complete
wrench is not obtainable, even the contact localization is not
possible in general. That poses the limitation that the contact
point can only be uniquely determined beyond the sixth joint
in case of full Cartesian space. That implies the necessary
condition ic ≥ 6, where ic ∈ {1 . . . n} denotes the index of
the link in collision, and it is determined by the last non-zero
component in the residual vector.
To improve the capability to estimate external disturbances, force-torque sensors are often added in various
places in the structure of the robot, e. g., distal at the endeffector [23], at the robot base [12], or even within the
kinematic chain [16]. One of the challenges here is to
suppress/compensate correctly for dynamic effects and the
load, in order to obtain the external disturbance. Generally,
that requires acceleration measurements which are prone to
noise or often not available in practice. It is indeed possible to
estimate the generalized accelerations using the momentumbased observer but at the cost of nonlinear dynamic couplings
among the joints. This effect can be observed when solving
for the estimated generalized acceleration ¨q̂ ∈ Rn following
¨q̂ = M (q)−1 (τ − C(q, q̇)q̇ − g(q) + r) .

(6)

(4)

which can be regarded as a first-order filtered version of the
actual external joint torque τ ext following for i = 1 . . . n. Let
ri and τiext be the joint-related components in the residual
and external joint torques, respectively, expressed in the
Laplace domain with Laplace variable s and time constant
Ti = 1/Ko,i , which directly depends on the observer gain.

The estimate is nonlinearly coupled due to the inversion
of the inertia matrix. Based on (6) one can subsequently
calculate the Cartesian acceleration at the location of any additional force-torque sensor (e. g. end-effector and base) and
multiply by inertial parameters to compensate for dynamical
effects. Nonetheless, such a compensation method leads to
a dynamic coupling effect even if only one of the joints is

subjected to a disturbance. In (1), dissipative friction effects
can be included at different levels of complexity. However,
in this work, we assume it is compensated by model-based
and/or observer-based approaches [24]–[27]. Furthermore,
the analysis conducted here will be restricted to the DLR
lightweight robot SARA [28], which is designed with a fully
integrated force-torque sensing redundancy and intended
for highly dynamic trajectory tracking [29] and interaction
control modes such as in [30]–[33]. The generalization to
other types of robotic systems is straightforward.
III. M ETHODS
The residual information can be enriched by including
sensing redundancy which potentially improves the capability of the estimation. We tackle this by introducing the
concept of virtual joints to consider the physical presence
of additional sensors. The basic concept is visualized in
Fig. 2 with additional sensing devices (b for base, ui for
user interface, ee for end-effector), which can be described
by the dynamic equations of motions through
˙ q̄˙ + ḡ(q̄) = Hτ + τ̄ ext + A(q̄)T λ (7)
M̄ (q̄)¨q̄ + C̄(q̄, q̄)
A(q̄)q̄˙ = 0
(8)
with q̄ ∈ Rn̄ representing the generalized joint positions
with n̄ = n + k as the number of extended coordinates to
account for the physical presence of additional sensors.
These k = nb + nui + nee DOF are considered as mechanically locked. The constraint Jacobian matrix imposed by the
velocity constraints of the locked joints is A(q̄) ∈ Rk×n̄ , and
λ ∈ Rk describes the set of Lagrange multipliers. Let
 ext 
 
τb
qb
ext 

q 
ext
τ ext  ,
,
(9)
τ̄
=
q̄ = 
τ ui 
q ui 
ext
τ ee
q ee
which contains the additional coordinates q b ∈ Rnb for a
base sensor, q ui ∈ Rnui for a user-interface sensor, and q ee ∈
Rnee for an end-effector sensor. Such sensor devices can
have various complexity in terms of the number of directions
to measure, but the most common type is certainly the
classical six-dimensional force-torque sensor. Therefore, the
physical presence of such instrumentation could be regarded
as a mechanically locked six-dimensional (6DOF) joint.
Accordingly, the generalized external forces are augmented
to τ̄ ext ∈ Rn̄ . The virtual joints shown in Fig. 2 are kept
due to the measured signals, but they are considered as
constrained/non-moving joints in the augmented dynamics.
Moreover, it is constrained kinematically so that (8) holds
true, and A(q̄)T λ are the joint forces and torques acting
against the constraints. The term H ∈ Rn̄×n describes the
mapping from actuation forces to generalized forces acting
collocated to q̄. The overall inertia matrix M̄ (q̄) ∈ Rn̄×n̄ ,
˙ ∈ Rn̄×n̄ , and the
the Coriolis and centrifugal matrix C̄(q̄, q̄)
generalized gravity forces ḡ(q̄) ∈ Rn̄ in (7) are extended
analogously. The dynamic structure of (7) and (8) can be
used to express the system when encapsulating the constrained joints using six-dimensional force-torque sensors.

q ui

F ext
ui
User interaction
q ee

q
F ext
ee
Task force

F ext
r
Environment/user interaction

Robot joints

qb

Constrained six-dimensional joints

Fig. 2. The concept of including the sensing redundancy assuming extra
states (DOF) for the sensors can be visualized as virtual constrained sixdimensional joints. The black circles indicate a possible arrangement of
six-dimensional force-torque sensors, which is regarded here as sensorized
constrained joints. That demonstrates a typical example for a robotic
manipulator with fully integrated force-torque sensing redundancy.

The graphical illustration of this concept is shown in Fig. 2,
where the constrained sensorized joints (black) represent the
force and torque sensing capability at specific points in the
articulated chain. Now all dynamic coupling effects of the
multi-body system are already included in the model. One
can define the external wrench at the locations b, ui, and ee:
 ext 
 ext 
 ext 
f ee
f ui
fb
ext
ext
ext
(10)
, τ ui =
τb =
ext
ext , τ ee =
m
m
mext
ee
ui
b
ext
ext
3
ext
ext
3
where f ext
and mext
b , f ui , f ee ∈ R
b , mui , mee ∈ R
represent the force and torque components exerted at the
base, user interface, and the end-effector, respectively. The
extended generalized momentum of the robot including the
virtual joints (additional sensors) is defined as

p̄ = M̄ (q̄)q̄˙ ,

(11)

resulting in an observer dynamics of the form
ˆ˙ = τ̄ − n̄(q̄, q̄)
˙ + r̄(t)
p̄
˙
ˆ) .
r̄˙ = K̄ (p̄˙ − p̄
o

(12)
(13)

One can define the augmented sensed quantities used in the
observer dynamics/equations as
 
τb
τ 

(14)
τ̄ = 
τ ui  .
τ ee
The variables τ b , τ ui , and τ ee represent the base, userinterface, and end-effector measurements, and τ is the covector of joint torques. The extended residual vector r̄(t)
(observer output) can be obtained in a straightforward way
by substituting (12) in (13) and integrating it w. r. t. time as


Z t
˙ + r̄)dt − p̄(0) (15)
r̄(t) = K̄ o p̄(t) −
(τ̄ − n̄(q̄, q̄)
0

with the diagonal gain matrix K̄ o = diag(K̄o,1 , ..., K̄o,n̄ )
˙ q̄.
˙ Note that the
of the observer, and n̄ = ḡ + C̄ q̄˙ − M̄
dependencies on the states have been omitted for the sake

interaction forces and exchanges them with the ground, it
perceives the total external forces collected at the base with
additional torque component due to the change in lever arm.
Therefore, the resultant external wrench applied along the
structure B τ ext
∈ R6 defined in the robot base frame B is
r

f ext
r
lr (αr )

ext
Bτ r

lui (αui )
f ext
ui
UI
EE

lee (αee )
f ext
ee

B

Fig. 3. The contact location is defined by the intersection between the line
of force action and the robot geometry. Thanks to the sensing redundancy
and the extended observer the multi-contact localization is possible.

of readability. Assuming an accurate model of the dynamics,
the residual dynamics can be expressed by
r̄˙ = K̄ o (τ̄ ext − r̄) ,

(16)

describing the relation between the extended residual and
τ̄ ext . It can be regarded as a stable, linear, decoupled, firstorder filter/estimation of the external generalized forces τ̄ ext .
The observer dynamics can be expressed as
1
1
τ̄ ext (17)
r̄ =
τ̄ ext , r̄i =
(1/K̄o,i )s + 1 i
(1/K̄ o )s + 1
in the Laplace domain, and the component-wise formulation
for i = 1 . . . n̄ is given in (17), which emphasizes the full
decoupling of the estimated quantities. Here, the inversion
of the inertia matrix is not necessary to estimate the external
forces from the additional force/torque signals. Thus, a fully
decoupled estimation for the external forces and wrenches
is achieved. In addition, the need for joint acceleration
estimates is eliminated. In this way, the sensing redundancy
has been fully included in the momentum-based external
force observer framework, which provides a pure external
wrench estimate associated with the additional sensors.
Probably the most common disturbances exerted on the
robot are due to collisions or (un)intended interactions. In
general, contacts might occur in multiple locations along
the structure. The literature usually considers the case of
a single contact only [9], [19]. However, multiple contacts
represent realistic scenarios in many practical cases. One
example is human-robot-cooperation in industry where a
human touches/guides the robot to perform a collaborative
task. In the following, the contact location and its intensity
(magnitude) are computed for single and multiple contact
scenarios. The extended observer provides an estimate for
the external forces in the task space already, making them
configuration-independent and singularity-free.
In the SARA system, we assume specific places of interest
to isolate the external forces/wrenches. The external forces
in these locations are mapped to the robot base through the
adjoint of the frame transformation to unify its representation. As the base sensor detects and measures the entire

T
T
ext
ext
= τ ext
b − Adg U I τ ui − Adg EE τ ee
B

B

(18)

T
ext T T
where B τ ext
= [B f ext
] , AdgBU I is the adjoint of
B mr
r
r
the transformation [34] from the base frame B to the user
interface frame UI, and AdgBEE between the two frames B
and EE. Also, B f ext
∈ R3 and B mext
∈ R3 represent the
r
r
force and torque components, respectively, which are exerted
on the structure and expressed in the base frame B. In (18) we
isolated the external forces in the other places of interaction
(ui, ee). The contact location can be found/determined under
the assumption that the local torque at the contact location
equals zero, which is the typical case for impulsive collision
and pushing. However, this assumption also applies to many
situations in practice. The contact point along the structure
can be extracted using the obtained external wrench from
(18). Accordingly, the vector from B to the line of force
action can be defined by the pseudoinverse solution as
ext
#
xr = −S(B f ext
r ) B mr ,

(19)

where S(·) is the skew-symmetric matrix operator for the
vector product. As the external force is given in B, no further
isolation for the contact link is required based on the residual
components. The correct contact location can be found under
the assumption of complete knowledge of the geometry and
surfaces of the links. The contact point can be found by
intersecting the line of force action with the geometric model.
The line of force action through xr can be expressed as
ext
lr (α) = xr + α(B f ext
r /kB f r k) ,

(20)

where α ∈ R is a varying scalar. In principle, all points in the
line of force action are valid candidates. Nevertheless, given
the knowledge of the surface Sic of the contact link, this
line intersects with Sic in two locations. The first location
represents a pushing force to the robot (link) surface and
the second one corresponds to a pulling force out of the
surface. As no adhesive forces are assumed, one is generally
interested in the first intersection. According to this choice,
the smaller value of the scalar α = αr can be found which
corresponds to a pushing force to compute the correct contact
location on the structure lr (αr ) as shown in Fig. 3. Now
as the external contact force B τ ext
is expressed in the
r
base frame, the magnitude of the contact force along the
structure is directly B f ext
which is applied at the point
r
lr (αr ). Similarly, the external wrench at the end-effector
level could be also mapped to B as
ext
B τ ee

= AdTgEE τ ext
ee
B

(21)

ext T
ext T T
where B τ ext
] . Analogous to (19), the
B mee
ee = [B f ee
minimum distance from B to the line of force action can be
defined by the pseudoinverse solution as
ext
#
xee = −S(B f ext
ee ) B mee

(22)
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and with reference to (20) the end-effector contact point
lee (αee ) can be found, which is specified by the scalar
αee . This process can be repeated multiple times to cover
all available/redundant sensors and the areas of interest;
here for example, to find the contact on the user interface
part/place lui (αui ). Conventionally while trying to localize
even a single point (i. e., when the collision occurs at the
link ic ), the contact Jacobian J c (q) includes n − ic zerocolumns. Because it does not include additional sensors in
the scheme. Here the restriction/limitation on the number of
joints affected by the collision does not arise, which is ic < 6
for the full external wrench in the conventional approach
(state-of-the-art approaches) [19]. In fact, there is the ability
to detect and localize point collision, which is near the robot
base, and even below the first joint of the robot; this is due
to the placement of the sensors in the considered SARA
robot. The additional sensors can be integrated into the
observer dynamics, and they are treated as internal sensing
devices and as one part of the robot. Therefore, the extended observer avoids the above-mentioned drawbacks. The
proposed approach enables the implementation/realization of
more advanced collision reaction strategies. It provides rich
information about the level of collision (at the end-effector
or/and on the structure). For instance, if |B τ ext
r | > 1..nb ,
a collision can be detected and identified on the structure;
in this case, a specific logic/heuristic can be developed
for a collision reaction strategy depending on the collision
level. The parameter  ∈ Rn̄ represents a threshold vector
to enhance the robustness of the collision detection against
unmodeled dynamics, and it eliminates false positives [7].
Different applications and scenarios could take advantage
of estimating the end-effector external forces and the intentional user interactions, such as teaching the robot a task that
includes forces by demonstration. This is because all user
interactions could be isolated from the task external forces
as they are estimated by two individual residual wrenches.
The assumption of the absence of external torques does not
generally hold at all of the contacts. In fact, any place/point
could include forces and torques (complete wrench) as they
are isolated from each other, and they are not influenced by
other contact forces. For instance, the robot may perform
a task that requires exerting torques in the environment
while localizing the contact collision at the structure. In
this case, a full estimate of the end-effector external wrench
can be obtained but without providing the contact location.
In order to simultaneously detect and isolate more than n
external forces in an n-DOF mechanical system, the additional DOF that are collocated with the redundant sensing
have to be also uncoupled. Using the estimated generalized
acceleration for compensating the dynamical effects for the
additional sensing devices results in a coupled system. Thus
simultaneous detection and isolation are not possible. The
extended observer is not limited to detecting and isolating n
external forces but can simultaneously estimate more than the
number of active DOF, namely, n̄, including the additional
dimensions of the force-torque sensors. Due to the introduction of additional virtual coordinates (joints), the dimension
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Fig. 4. Dynamical uncoupling behavior with the additional sensors in case
of continuously active single DOF disturbance is shown. Theoretically, the
proposed method provides a zero coupling effect in the estimated external
forces and torques of the considered six-DOF sensors.

of the dynamic equations also increased, which demands
more computational power to provide a real-time estimate.
However, as no matrix inversion is required, that should not
pose a problematic limiting factor in most practical setups.
In fact, at the SARA system, the new observer runs in
real-time at a rate of 8 kHz. Additionally, the observer is
entirely model-based and thus requires an explicit and precise
dynamical model of the robotic system.
IV. S IMULATIONS AND E XPERIMENTS
In this section, the proposed extension of the momentumbased observer is validated in simulations and experiments.
The experiments are conducted on the DLR lightweight robot
SARA [28]. In SARA, all force-torque sensors are fully
integrated within the mechanical structure. These sensors are
of straingauge-based type with optimized design to increase
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Fig. 5. Experimental results for the dynamic identification and localization
of multiple contacts. The locations of the contacts on the robot structure lr
and at the end-effector level lee are illustrated.

the sensor resolution. The robot has two 6-DOF force-torque
sensors, one in the base and another one in the robot wrist.
Also, the system features additional sensors in the revolute
joints in between.1 Consequently, the system is equipped
with instrumentation providing 6 + 4 + 6 = 16 signals.
In the following simulation on SARA, a sinusoidal disturbance with amplitude of 10 Nm is applied to joint five
as external torque, as shown in Fig. 4 (top diagram) while
performing a joint-level trajectory (bottom diagram). The
trajectory includes the configuration with minimum condition
number as well as the crossing of a singularity w. r. t. the full
Cartesian space of the end-effector. The external forces and
torques at the end-effector and the robot base are computed
using the classical approach in [9] via the estimated generalized accelerations (6). Subsequently, ¨q̂ from (6) is used
to feed a parallel dynamical computation in order to obtain
the external wrench perceived by the force-torque sensors.
That strategy is basically equivalent to the use of NewtonEuler computations combined with the estimated joint accelerations, see [9], [16]. Notably, as both approaches employ
the generalized momentum on joint level, the proposed
extended observer and the momentum-based disturbance
observer [7] are equivalent to estimate the external joint
torques. However, the estimated external Cartesian wrenches
1 The base and the wrist sensor are also used in the local control of the
adjacent joints. Moreover, a torque sensor is added for the user interface.

Experimental identification of single and multiple contacts.

differ in both approaches. In Fig. 4, one can clearly see the
dynamic coupling in the classical approach represented by
force and torque errors. The joint-acceleration estimate ¨q̂
directly relies on the estimated external torques through the
residual. As the residual is a first-order filtered version of
the external torques, an error is inherited during transients.
Consequently, this error in ¨q̂ is nonlinearly coupled through
M (q)−1 in (6). Also, one can clearly see that the errors
shown in Fig. 4 are configuration-dependent. In contrast, the
extended observer framework is able to handle the challenge
of the dynamic coupling, provides fully decoupled external
force and torque estimates, and it eliminates the need for
acceleration estimates.
In the following experiment, the identification of multiple
contacts (forces, locations) is demonstrated. The robot is
operated in joint-level impedance control mode to keep a
specific configuration compliantly. In Fig. 5 (top) one can observe the external force as a result of the physical interaction.
After releasing the external contacts, the initial configuration
is approached again. This can be seen in kq̇k in Fig. 5, where
high-velocity phases occur after the contact. During these
phases, a full decoupling is achieved, confirming the theoretical results from Sec. III. Additionally, the multiple contacts
are estimated independently/separately along the structure
and at the end-effector level. As mentioned in Section III, to
increase the robustness of the collision detection, a threshold
is used, no contact location is assumed below the defined
force threshold. The results of multiple contact scenarios are
demonstrated in Fig. 6 and in the video attachment, where
the identification of the contact point near the robot base as
well as in the singular direction is highlighted.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
A unified momentum-based framework to estimate external forces was presented. In addition to joint-level residuals,
the approach provides uncoupled force-torque estimates in
the Cartesian space, making these estimates independent of
the joint configuration and not affected by singularities. The
observer formulation allows the straightforward integration
of additional sensory devices in arbitrary locations of the
kinematic chain, such as in the base or at the end-effector.
The framework eliminates the need for acceleration measurements or estimates. Moreover, multiple simultaneous external
contacts can be robustly identified and localized in real time.
Dynamical simulations and experiments on the DLR robot
SARA with force-torque sensing redundancy confirm the
theoretical claims.
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